2021 State of the Phish Report

Proofpoint has released their annual State of the Phish report that looks at user awareness, vulnerability, and resilience. More data-rich than ever, this seventh annual study features analysis of survey responses, simulated phishing exercises, and real-world attacks to provide insights into phishing and other cyber threats—and what you can do about them.

We surveyed 3,500 working adults and 600 IT security professionals from across the world.

Download Report >>

Live Events and Webinars

For Customers: Adopting a People-Centric Strategy

March 16 at 10am PT

Learn how Proofpoint’s People Centric platform can help gain visibility, derive insight, and apply adaptive controls based on your greatest cybersecurity risk: your people. Learn why companies are consolidating security vendors by moving to Proofpoint’s People-Centric Platform and what it means to have an effective people-centric approach (with real world examples). As a 'Thank You' attendees will receive a $25 virtual gift card to redeem at a location of your choice from our prize library.

Share with Customers

For Partners: Selling the Platform: Proofpoint Bundles

March 9 at 10am PT

Learn how Proofpoint’s solution bundles provide customers with a holistic approach that addresses the modern threat landscape, extends their resources, provides economic value, and progresses their security strategy. We’ll share with you the value in selling bundled solutions vs individual products and how you can increase your sales potential.

Register

Campaign Spotlight

Marketing & Sales Playbooks >>

News to Know

Cybersecurity Education: Whether you’re new to security or a seasoned professional, Proofpoint has an educational YouTube Channel to help you understand some popular cybersecurity terms.

Podcast: The People Variable: What on Earth is the Cloud?

Blog: Proofpoint enters into definitive agreement to acquire Intellicure, expands people-centric managed services offering...